Simply CapFit™
Just like putting on a cap

Unlike any other mask, F&P Evora™ incorporates CapFit headgear that has been designed to be put on like a cap - a simple and intuitive movement that patients are familiar with.

The headgear structure ensures the seal is presented in the right place every time, making life easier for you and your patients.
The next generation of Dynamic Support

The stability wings work in synergy with the floating seal to allow freedom of movement while keeping the mask comfortably in place.

Floating seal
Engages to wrap around the nose, providing a flexible and comfortable seal.

Stability wings
Designed to keep the floating seal in place throughout the night.

Comfortably compact
Sits comfortably under the nose for a gentle fit.

Supporting your business efficiency

Clinical research shows that complexity in mask design, poor mask fit, and discomfort can lead to more time spent with patients and ultimately non-adherence.

When choosing a new mask consider how your choice can impact the amount of time you spend on:

• Fitting
• Educating
• Cleaning
• Ongoing support and motivation
• Resolving mask problems
• Subsequent mask setups
**Compact Nasal Mask**

**Sizing options**
- Small (S)
- Medium (M)
- Large (L)
- Wide (W)

**Fitting summary**
- Adjust the top strap
- Adjust the back strap
- Check the space

**Masks**
- **Code**: EVO1SA
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Small
- **Code**: EVO1MA
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Medium
- **Code**: EVO1LA
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Large
- **Code**: EVO1WA
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Wide
- **Code**: EVO1SMLA
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask SML

**Spare Parts**
- **Code**: 400EVO131
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Mask No H/G Small
- **Code**: 400EVO132
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Mask No H/G Medium
- **Code**: 400EVO133
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Mask No H/G Large
- **Code**: 400EVO134
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Mask Mask No H/G Wide
- **Code**: 400EVO115
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Seal Small Spare
- **Code**: 400EVO116
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Seal Medium Spare
- **Code**: 400EVO117
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Seal Large Spare
- **Code**: 400EVO118
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Seal Wide Spare
- **Code**: 400FPH341
  - **Description**: F&P Swivel White
- **Code**: 400EVO122
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Backstrap Spare
- **Code**: 400EVO121
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Complete Headgear Spare
- **Code**: 400EVO171
  - **Description**: Evora Nasal Tube and Frame Spare
- **Code**: 400FPH181
  - **Description**: F&P Tube Strap

*For further instructions, please refer to Fitting Your Mask section of the Evora Use and Care Guide.*
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